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Better service 
starts here.
Serve up a magical customer experience 
and grow your brand with me&u.

Simply scan, order & pay. 
Meet me&u, the refreshingly efficient, and remarkably 
likeable QR ordering tool that helps you reduce service 
admin, increase spend per head and capture more data. 
me&u is completely web-based (no app to download) 
and is directly integrated with your Tevalis POS.

How does it work?
 

Browse - Guests scan a QR code and view your menu 
filled with beautiful food photography and intuitive 
categories. 

Order - Guests add items to cart straight from the table. 
All they need is a smartphone and an appetite.

Pay - Features like intuitive tipping and multiple 
payment methods make bill time easy. Orders are then 
sent directly to your Tevalis POS and printed as normal.

Tap to reorder - Two taps to reorder drinks with orders 
delivered to table or collected from the bar.

“It’s so handy to 
really streamline 

the back of 
house so that 
we can ensure 
that customers 

get drinks when 
they want them. 

I would 100% 
recommend 

Tevalis and me&u, 
we feel that they 

deliver on all 
levels that we 

need”

- Par.59

Increase Sales
Boost revenue with
cross-sells and upsells.

Real-Time Insights 
Synced directly with the 
Tevalis Enterprise Suite.

Create Loyal Locals
Use your data to re-engage
with guests after they leave
your venue.
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Connect me&u directly to your Tevalis EPOS.
The Tevalis EPOS and me&u are seamlessly integrated. You’ll love the simple set up, 
seamless menu updates, efficient order management and boosted sales. Keeping 
guests and your team happy.

From the start, Tevalis and me&u 
felt like a really good fit. It had all 

the features we needed in terms of 
accessibility, ease of use, being able to 
run promotions and feature products, 

even down to the aesthetics of the 
actual QR codes themselves.

- Hello Oriental ”

“

Streamlined 
Ordering

Orders placed through 
me&u immediately 

populate on the Tevalis 
EPOS as well as our Kitchen 

Management Screens, 
increasing productivity and 

staff efficiency.

Maximise Customer 
Satisfaction

Together, the me&u and 
Tevalis solution means 
guests have the best 

possible experience, and 
keep coming back.

Increase
Average Spend

Increase your customers’ 
average spend by 30% 

through powerful features 
and promotions.

Flex:
Two-Way Ordering

Flex is a two-way ordering 
solution that keeps orders 

open on your POS to create 
a multiplayer ordering 

and payment experience. 
Servers can add or edit 

items from a guest’s order, 
or guests can order and pay 
directly through the me&u 

QR code.
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Order Batching

Say goodbye to endless dockets. 
Multiple orders from the 

same table are automatically 
combined into a batch while 

allowing customers to order and 
pay individually.

Collect More Data

Using Order & Pay you can 
increase customer data 

collected by up to 30%, great 
for marketing, increasing return 

visits and customer loyalty.

24/7 Customer Support

Hospitality isn’t 9 - 5 and 
neither are we. Our support 
team is available around the 

clock, with an average response 


